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1. Introduction. In this paper we propose to find the equations of 
the canonical edges of Green using a conjugate net as the parametric 
net of an analytic surface; to give a new interpretation to the line 
called by Davis the associate line of collineation ; and, finally, to make 
a generalization of the canonical quadric of Davis. 

2. Analytic basis. Let the projective homogeneous coordinates 
x1, - - - , x4 of a point Px on a surface S in ordinary space be analytic 
functions of two independent variables u, v. In the notation1 of Lane 
if the parametric curves on S form a conjugate net, the coordinates x 
of the point Px and the coordinates y of a point which is the harmonic 
conjugate of the point Px with respect to the foci of the axis of the 
point Px, satisfy a system of equations of the form 

%uu = px + oixu + Ly, 

xvv = qx + 5xv + Ny, LN 7e 0. 

The ray-points of the net at the point Px are given by the formulas 

Some of the invariants of the net are 

c + ah — bvy 

c + ab + #w — av, 

N/L, 

If the covariant tetrahedron, x, Xi, X-i, y is used as the local tetra
hedron of reference, a power series expansion2 for one nonhomogene-
ous coordinate z of a point on the surface in terms of the other two 
coordinates x, y is 

z = \{Lx* + Ny2) + i(Wx* + N$8y*) + c0x* 

+ 4:Cixzy + Aczxy* + c4;y
4 + • • • , 

1 Lane, Conjugate nets and the lines of curvature, American Journal of Mathematics, 
vol. 53 (1931), p. 574. 

2 Lane, A canonical power series expansion for a surface. Transactions of this So
ciety, vol. 37 (1935), p. 481. 

H = c + ab — auy K = 

§ = c + ab + bv - buy $ = 

833' = 4 a - 25+ (log r)„ r = 

86' = 46 - la - (log r)u. 
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where the coefficients Co, C\, Cz> c* are given by 

co = iW[l2W + (log &r"*)u], 4 ^ = \L(H - $ ) , 

C = W [ l 2 3 3 ' + (log 33V-1/2),], 4̂ 3 = IN(K - « ) , 

and the coefficient of x2y2 is zero. 
We will assume that the surface S is non-ruled,3 that is, that 

3. The second canonical edge of Green. Segre has shown4 that the 
second5 edge of Green is the line of inflexion of the nodal cubic in 
which the tangent plane at a point Px of an analytic surface S inter
sects the four-parameter family of nondegenerate algebraic cubic sur
faces having fourth order contact with 5 at Px. 

The equation in nonhomogeneous coordinates of a general algebraic 
cubic surface through the point Px is 

a\x + a%y + a$z + b\x2 + b2y
2 + b3z

2 + b±xy + b5xz 

(4) + b%yz + dixz + d2y
z + dzz

z + d±x2y + dhx
2z + d&xy2 

+ d?y2z + d8xz2 + d$yz2 + di0xyz = 0. 

If this surface has fourth order contact with the surface S at the point 
PX1 its coefficients satisfy the following conditions : 

ax = a2 = 64 = 0, a3Z, + 26i = 0, azN + 2ô2 = 0, 

SWaz + 3Lbz + di = 0, Z,J6 + 2dé = 0, 

8 W a 3 + 3Nh + ^2 = 0, iW6 + 2d, = 0, 

12cofl8 + 3L2bs + 16Wh + 6Ldb = 0, 

12C403 + 3iV2&3 + 16NSb'bt + 6W 7 = 0, 

12ciflS + &L&bz + 3Ld1Q = 0, 

12c3a3 + 8W&5 + 3Mio = 0, 

LNh + Ndi + Z,d7 = 0. 

The tangent plane, z = 0, intersects this cubic surface in the cubic 
curve 

3 Green, Projective differential geometry of one-parameter families of curves and con
jugate nets on a curved surface, First Memoir, American Journal of Mathematics, 
vol. 37 (1915), p. 239. 

4 B. Segre, La cubique indicatrice de Vêlement linéaire projectif oVune surface, Comptes 
Rendus de l'Académie des Sciences, Paris, vol. 184, p. 729. 

5 This classification of the edges of Green is the reverse of that introduced by 
Green. 
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(6) % = b\X2 + b2y
2 + d\xz + d%yz + d±x2y + dç>xy2 = 0, 

where the coefficients &i, &2, di, d2j d^ dQ can be expressed in terms of 
the invariants given by equations (2) and a3. 

Following the usual method of solving a cubic with its Hessian and 
discarding the solution giving the double point tangents, we obtain 
the following equation of the line of inflexions of the cubic : 

(7) z = a8 + (h + 2®az)x + (66 + Waz)y = 0, 

where 

b, = — \-m'[(H -$) - (K- «)] 
8(7V(S'2 + Z«'2) 
+ 2(£'[l2(2Ve'2 + m'2) + N<5!(log (SV/% 

+ m(logWr-V2)v]}, 
18) 

&6 = {N&[(H - & - (K - « ) ] 
8(7ve/2 + m2){ LV v J 

+ 233' [12(MS'2 + Z93'2) + MS'(log (SV/% 

+ L33,(logS3V-1/2),]}. 
Any line of the second canonical pencil6 of Davis may have its 

equation in the form 

2 = 1 + k(<5?x + SB'y) = 0, 

where k is a constant. The flex-ray (7) is a line of this pencil in case 

26' + h/o* = JHS', 233' + &6A*3 = * 8 ' . 

Eliminating fe from these equations, we obtain 

Co'2 + fg'2) [(# - $) - (K - f ) ] = 0. 

Therefore, necessary and sufficient conditions for the second edge of 
Green to be a line of the second canonical pencil of Davis are 

( 9) * - * - * - * , 
[r(S'(log KV1/2). + «'(log Wr-u^yW2 + r(S'2) = const. 

A line of the first canonical pencil7 of Davis joins the points 
(1, 0, 0, 0) and (0, -k<$,'/L, -Jâè'/N, 1). It can be verified that the 

6 W. M. Davis, Contributions to the Theory of Conjugate Nets, Chicago Doctor's 
Thesis, 1933, p. 18. 

7 Davis, ibid., p. 20. 
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first edge of Green is the line joining the point (1, 0, 0, 0) to the point 
[0, -{bh/az+W)/L, -(j>t/az+W)/N, l ] . The first edge of Green 
is a line of the first canonical pencil of Davis if conditions (9) hold. 
This is a special case of the following theorem.8 

If one line of an arbitrarily selected pair of lines which are reciprocal 
with respect to a quadric of Darboux is a line of the second canonical 
pencil of Davis, its reciprocal is a line of the first canonical pencil of 
Davis, and conversely. 

4. The associate line of collineation. The cubic surface 

z = i(Lx2 + Ny2) + i(Wx* + NWy*) 

obtained by truncating the power series (3) can be interpreted9 geo
metrically as follows: first, it has third order contact with the analytic 
surface S given by equations (3) at the point (1, 0, 0, 0); second, it 
has a unode of second order at the point (0, 0, 0, 1). This cubic surface 
intersects the tangent plane 3 = 0 in the nodal cubic 

z = S(x2 + ry2) + 8 (SV + r$'yz) = 0 

which has for its line of inflexion z— l + 2(d£'x-\-$8'y) =0 . This is the 
associate line of collineation,™ and is a line of the second canonical 
pencil of Davis. 

5. A generalization of the canonical quadric of Davis. Davis has 
shown11 that at each point Px of a conjugate net on an analytic sur
face 5 there exists a unique quadric surface which has the following 
properties : the quadric has second order contact with the surface sus
taining the net ; the axis and ray of the net at Px are reciprocal polars 
with respect to the quadric ; and the quadric passes through the point 
Py which is the harmonic conjugate of Px with respect to the focal 
points of the axis. We shall generalize this definition by showing that 
at each point Px of a conjugate net there exists a two-parameter 
family of quadric surfaces having the following properties : the quad-
rics have second order contact with the surface sustaining the net and any 
line of the second canonical pencil of Davis has as its polar reciprocal 
with respect to any quadric of this family the line of the first canonical 
pencil defined by the same value of k. 

8 We are indebted to P. O. Bell for this theorem in its general form. 
9 Lane, Projective Differential Geometry of Curves and Surfaces, The University of 

Chicago Press, 1932, p. 296. 
10 Davis, ibid., p. 25. 
11 Davis, ibid., p. 11. 
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The equation12 of all quadric surfaces having second order contact 
with the analytic surface 5, given by equation (3), is 

(10) Lx2 + Ny2 + z(- 2 + k2x + hy + hz) = 0, 

where kz, kz> kt are arbitrary constants when Px is fixed, and functions 
of u, v when Px varies over S. 

If we demand that the polar reciprocals of any line of the first 
canonical pencil of Davis with respect to a quadric given by equa
tion (10) be the line of the second canonical pencil of David defined 
by the same value of fc, we obtain &2= — 4&fë', k$= — 4&8'. Substitut
ing these values in (10), we have 

(11) Lx2 + Ny2 + z(- 2- U&x - ikS&'y + hz) = 0. 

If k = 0, and the quadric passes through the point Py we have the 
canonical quadric of Davis; also if k= — 1, we have the quadrics of 
Darboux. 

It is interesting to note that for k = — 1 the line in the second canon
ical pencil of Davis is the line of inflexions of the ray-point cubic.13 

The second canonical tangent14 of Davis is the line joining the ca
nonical point (0, SB', - ( £ ' , 0) to the point P ( l , 0, 0, 0). The coordi
nates of any point on this line are 

(12) ( \ , M $ ' , -/*<£', 0), 

where X and /x are arbitrary constants. The polar plane of this point 
with respect to the quadrics whose equation is given by (11) is 

(13) n(L®'x - N&y) - \z = 0, 

which is independent of k. 
For X = 0, the point given by (12) is the canonical point of Davis 

and the plane (13) is the canonical plane of Davis. 
Consequently, we have the theorem: the polar plane of a point on 

the second canonical tangent of Davis with respect to a quadric of the 
family defined by equation (11) is a member of a pencil whose axis is 
the first canonical tangent of Davis. This plane is dependent on the selec
tion of the point but is independent of the selection of the quadric of the 
family (11). 

WOODROW WILSON JUNIOR COLLEGE AND 

PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLEGE 

12 Davis, ibid., p. 11. 
13 Lane, Conjugate nets and the lines of curvature, American Journal of Mathematics, 

vol. 53 (1931), p. 577. 
14 Davis, ibid., pp. 17-18. 


